The Shift to Behavioral Monitoring: A New Paradigm for
Exception-Based Reporting

Introduction
In the past 10 years, exception-based reporting (EBR) has become a widespread tool for loss prevention
in retail organizations. EBR has allowed retailers to easily identify instances of potentially fraudulent
activity by using data from point-of-sale systems. They no longer have to search through cumbersome
sales records to spot patterns of dishonesty.
However, most organizations are not taking advantage of the capabilities of their EBR solutions to change
the behavior of sales associates. By enforcing policies regarding sales activity, improving employee
training and identifying unwanted behaviors, sales executives can take action to encourage the desired
behaviors and curb losses. This white paper explains why shifting to a so-called “behavioral monitoring”
approach to EBR allows retailers to reduce the opportunities for fraud.

What is an Exception-Based Reporting (EBR) system?
EBR is a key tool for identifying habitual patterns of dishonest behavior in a retail organization. It provides
a central data point for all of the information relating to point-of-sale transactions in the organization. EBR
systems have become commonplace in the past 10 years or so, with manufacturers of cash registers and
other key retail technologies making it easier for managers to access this point-of-sale data.
An EBR system allows users to set “thresholds” that will identify anomalies in retail behavior – for
instance, an abundance of refunds or voids at a particular register, or by a particular sales associate.
Managers who simply read the point-of-sale data cannot find such anomalies – they do not stand out in
such a sea of raw data.
EBR systems can identify exceptions in many types of transactions and can therefore help pinpoint many
types of fraudulent activity, such as credit-card fraud and gift-card fraud.

How do EBR systems work?
To make the best use of EBR systems, sales managers and analysts need to determine the established
norms for given classes of transactions – in other words, the number of refunds, credits, voids and other
sales transactions that would be acceptable given the location of the retail outlet or store department, and
any other factors that impact such transactions.
An EBR system will not only trigger alerts when transactions go above the specified thresholds, but it also
will retain historical data so that analysts can consider exceptions for past time periods. This allows
analysts to make better-informed decisions about exceptions that are identified by the system. For
instance, a flurry of refunds handled by one cashier during a given week may not indicate a true fraud
problem. But if the EBR system identifies a pattern of behavior for a cashier over time, there is a stronger
case for taking action.
EBR systems work best when executives and analysts focus their attention on a small number of core
transactions – often three to five specific types that are the most problematic (and fraud-prone) in their
organization. This will allow them to devote precious resources to identifying and reducing the most costly
types of fraud, instead of trying to analyze and identify all fraudulent transactions. If the EBR system does
not help sales executives to measurably reduce losses in these core areas, analysts should shift their
attention to other types of transactions.
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What steps are taken to review exceptions?
An EBR analyst usually examines, on a daily basis, activity that triggers alerts about high levels of
potentially fraudulent activity. After the EBR system has identified potential problem areas, the analyst
can compare this data to other information, such as historical data.
The analyst also might do a “peer comparison,” which compares a store associate’s performance to that
of a colleague. For instance, if a specific employee was tagged for processing a high number of refunds,
the analyst might check the refund record of other sales associates, because the particular store location
may habitually process more refunds than others. The analyst also would examine other data that could
explain the exceptions in the associate’s performance. For example, a cashier with a high number of
refunds also should have a corresponding high number of sales.
If the analyst cannot use other data to excuse or explain a high rate of suspicious transactions, he or she
then can look more closely at the particular employee’s transactions history. Since people who engage in
fraud tend to use the same methods over and over, the analyst may be able to zero in on the types of
transactions the employee is using to commit fraud.
When analysts believe they have identified possible fraudulent activity, they prepare a report, which then
goes to a trained field investigator for consideration.
Given the importance of understanding how to read the data in an EBR system and how to connect that
data to other sources of information about sales transactions, it is obvious that knowledgeable analysts
are needed. An EBR system provides valuable information about possible fraudulent sales transactions,
but without a trained eye to decipher the results, it is difficult to identify the cases that should be referred
to an investigator. Some retailers have turned to industry experts or outsourced solutions in order to add
this level of sophistication to their loss-prevention operations.

How do you decide if an exception is dishonesty, a policy violation or a training
issue?
In some cases, the exceptions identified by an EBR system are clearly cases of employee fraud. For
instance, if an employee uses a gift card to make a purchase, the analyst should be able to find the
corresponding transaction wherein the employee purchased the gift card, using his or her employee
discount. If that corresponding transaction does not exist, chances are high that the gift card was
obtained fraudulently.
In many other incidences, it is not so easy to determine the cause of exceptions. In these cases, the field
investigators are called upon to analyze the data and perhaps conduct interviews with the sales
associates whose behavior has triggered the review.
Many cases sent by an analyst to a field investigator are found not to involve dishonesty, but instead
come about through lack of training or adherence to store policy. According to loss prevention experts,
only 25 percent of the cases referred to investigators are found to involve theft. Another 25 percent of
cases are dismissed, with no evidence of dishonesty found. The remaining 50 percent of cases are found
to have involved policy or procedural violations.
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What is the difference between transactional monitoring and behavioral
monitoring?
Many retail organizations do not use their EBR systems to their full potential, and miss out on
opportunities to identify and eliminate instances of fraud. For instance, many retailers use EBR
technology to search only point-of-sale transactions for exceptions. This is, of course, useful for catching
employees who are engaging in dishonest activity.
However, the goal of using an EBR system is to reduce losses and that involves more than identifying
people who are committing fraud. Reducing losses also is accomplished by changing behavior that might
lead to losses and by implementing policies that reduce opportunities for fraud.
EBR findings can help an organization initiate or enforce changes in policy that can improve adherence to
procedures, thus reducing losses. Consider the impact of simply reporting policy exceptions to store
managers whose employees are exceeding the accepted thresholds – for example, a high number of
voids. Store personnel who are made aware that such data is visible – and that analysts and managers
are watching it on a regular basis – are more likely to adhere to policy guidelines.

How can EBR systems be used to identify fraud beyond sales data?
Instead of using EBR systems to simply look for exceptions among sales transactions, retailers should
use EBR to look for a wide array of exceptions to acceptable thresholds for business operations. For
instance, EBR systems can search shipping and receiving data for fraud at the delivery level or the
invoicing level. In addition, some retailers have opted to load inventory data into EBR solutions in order to
compare this information to point-of-sale data, allowing them to isolate the possible causes of inventory
losses.

How does behavioral monitoring change the role of the EBR analyst?
The analyst who is using EBR systems to track a variety of
exceptions, including policy and transactional exceptions,
needs to convert EBR reporting into policy directives for
employees. In other words, a successful analyst is not just
someone who can identify exceptions and send cases to
investigators. He or she also must be able to think about
the data on a high level and should be able to piece
together information from various sources to make
decisions about policy changes that could reduce losses.
The analyst who is looking at the behavioral-reporting data
also needs to have access to the top levels of the retail
organization and needs the support of other key
departments, such as operations and human resources, in
order to initiate and suggest policy changes.

Other Uses for EBR Analysis
EBR analysis also can be used to
monitor consumer behavior. This
has the potential to increase the
efficiency of departments such as
Store Operations, Marketing and
Inventory Control. For instance,
consider how useful it would be to
track the effectiveness of trade
promotions and advertising by
monitoring upticks in specific
product sales.

Some organizations that require sophisticated EBR
analysis may decide to rely on field analysts for this task,
instead of depending on a part-time analyst who may be
needed for other assignments within the company. Other
organizations outsource EBR analysis so retailers can benefit from the expertise of analysts who can
share best practices from many organizations and are dedicated resources. In addition, organizations that
outsource EBR tasks can benefit from faster identification of fraudulent transactions, since these domain
experts are skilled at reading EBR data.
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How does an organization drive the change to behavioral monitoring?
Commit time and resources: Changing employee behavior requires more than a sophisticated EBR
system – it requires time and money that must be devoted to the effort. Therefore, executives in charge of
all departments within the retailer – including everything from human resources to inventory control –
must support the efforts to enforce policies and show their commitment to reducing losses.
Consider impact on operations: When managers decide to change policies to reduce losses, they may
impact operations in other ways, which they will need to address. For instance, managers might decide to
implement additional checks for certain procedures. For example, they may require store managers to
sign off on voids. This adds time to transactions, which may mean that stores cannot handle as many
sales and might see a drop in revenue. Such an effect should be considered when discussing proposed
policy changes.
Improve employee training: Thorough training obviously goes hand in hand with policy changes. If
employees do not know how to process refunds correctly, they may trigger a report about a policy
violation, which could prompt an unnecessary investigation. Managers need to define clearly what is right
and what is wrong in order to initiate policy changes that stick.
Learn from best practices: Retail employees – from managers to store associates – need to express a
willingness to learn from best practices at other store locations within the organization.
Communicate among departments: Departments need to cooperate with each other, as some policy
changes may require efforts that cut across organizational lines. For example, the marketing department
may create a “get one free” coupon and distribute it to stores without recognizing the need to create
checks and balances to guard against fraudulent use of the coupons. The loss prevention department
would need to work with the marketing department to communicate those checks and balances before
the coupons are put into use.

Conclusion
Transactional monitoring that uses EBR systems can help to identify patterns of potentially dishonest
activity. However, a good percentage of such cases are, upon investigation, dismissed as problems
caused by lack of employee adherence to store policies. This means that many cases that are referred to
field investigators could be eliminated if these policy violations were reduced.
Behavioral monitoring, which also uses EBR systems, provides a more sophisticated way to identify
problematic patterns of behavior that can lead to retail losses. By folding in data from several sources
within the company – instead of just point-of-sale transactions – retailers gain an in-depth view of the
behaviors that present opportunities for fraud and theft. Behavioral monitoring can prevent losses before
they have the chance to occur by allowing executives to implement policy and procedural changes to
reduce fraud and theft.
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About Protiviti
Protiviti (www.protiviti.com) is a leading provider of independent risk consulting and internal audit
services. We provide consulting and advisory services to help clients identify, assess, measure and
manage financial, operational and technology-related risks encountered in their industries, and assist in
the implementation of the processes and controls to enable their continued monitoring. We also offer a
full spectrum of internal audit services to assist management and directors with their internal audit
functions, including full outsourcing, co-sourcing, technology and tool implementation, and quality
assessment and readiness reviews.
Protiviti, which has more than 50 locations in the Americas, Asia-Pacific and Europe, is a wholly owned
subsidiary of Robert Half International Inc. (NYSE symbol: RHI). Founded in 1948, Robert Half
International is a member of the S&P 500 index.

About Creative Options
Creative Options (www.creativeop.com), a Protiviti company, is a world-class specialty communications
firm. We have built our reputation on designing communication tools that measurably reduce loss. From
employee awareness to mobile audits, we are widely recognized for bringing innovative communication
solutions to retail.
For more information about the topics covered in this white paper or the Loss Prevention Consultative
Practice services, please contact:
James Curtis
484.883.0398
james.curtis@protiviti.com

Craig Matsumoto
617.330.4849
craig.matsumoto@protiviti.com
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